
Executive Health:  
Live Your Best Life
A guide to physical and mental wellness for those with a busy lifestyle.



Travel, work responsibilities, family, and an active social  
life make it easy to put your own needs on the backburner. 
Before you know it, weeks turn into years of ignoring your 
mental and physical wellness with devastating results.  
The long-term effects of poor diet, elevated stress levels 
and excessive worry lead to serious conditions like adrenal  
fatigue, poor sleep, as well as obesity and high blood pressure 
while increasing your risk of heart disease and stroke. 

In this guide, Executive Health: Live Your Best Life, we  
share tips from our health and fitness experts to improve  
your lifestyle, attitude, mental health, and physical wellbeing. 
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Health Matters: How to 
Prioritize Your Wellness
Your overall physical health can significantly 
impact your ability to handle stress, think 
clearly, make good decisions, manage 
interpersonal relationships, and even your 
mood. The first step towards wellness is to 
prioritize your health. Here are a few tips to 
take in making your wellness a top priority.
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No excuses
Start by eliminating excuses and procrastination. Make the decision 
to change your life, starting now. Recognize that these are not simply 
one-time choices. Increased wellness involves making repeated 
decisions to adopt new healthy habits and leave old patterns behind. 
Don’t beat yourself up if you slip up occasionally. Prioritizing your 
wellness gets easier over time as you adjust to new lifestyle changes 
and learn more about the benefits of improved personal choices. 

Examine your priorities
We’re in the instant gratification age and it’s easy to become preoccupied 
with “what’s next?” rather than what’s happening right now. Evaluate how 
your time and attention are spent on a daily, weekly and annual basis. 

• What are your objectives? 

• Where do you see yourself in a year? 

• What are your ten year goals? 

When you outline your priorities and objectives, you  
take an important first step in making them a reality.

Do what you love
Make time for both relaxing and inspiring activities that keep you 
grounded. This includes resurrecting hobbies you enjoy, travel to  
new or favorite places, and exploring new interests. Set aside time  
to do these activities and make this time non-negotiable. 
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Embrace mediation
Studies have shown that mind-quieting meditation is associated with 
reduced stress levels as well as sleeping better, achieving greater 
relaxation, lowering blood pressure, increased ability to handle 
stressful situations and clearer and more effective decision-making.  

Improve your diet
Eating better helps you feel better. A healthy diet provides your  
body with more effective fuel, which assists you in sleeping better 
and increases your energy level. You don’t have to radically change 
your diet to gain immediate wellness benefits. Start small. Drink  
more water. Choose organic foods when you shop. Eliminate 
processed foods and sugar. Reduce your alcohol and caffeine  
intake. Replace dairy with healthy alternatives like almond butter. 
Incorporate “meatless Mondays” (or any other day of the week)  
onto your menu by replacing a meaty meal with a plant-based meal.
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Health & Work:  
How to Find Balance
Striking the right balance between the energy 
you dedicate to work versus how you spend 
your free time can be a challenge. Finding an 
appropriate work/life balance will be different 
for everyone. Try these today to achieve home 
and work harmony, before you burn out.
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Visualize your ideal life
Start making every moment work for you. 

• First, write down what you do during the day–weekdays and weekends–
down to the smallest detail. Note the things that bring you joy. 

• Now create a revised list with more time dedicated  
to the things that bring you the most happiness. 

• Look for ways to condense the things you don’t love  
doing, outsource them, or strike them altogether

Start scheduling your time
Your free time outside of work belongs to you. Stop clicking on  
that “unread emails” icon the minute it pops up and schedule  
short periods of time (set a timer) to answer emails or perform other 
work duties. For the rest of the time, either turn off your email apps  
(or their notifications) or put your phone on do-not-disturb mode.

Make yourself and your personal time a priority
When it’s time to leave work, leave! Stop trying to eke out another  
15 minutes. To make things easier, schedule specific activities after work, 
like a class or a date with your spouse or children. By planning a set, 
recurring activity, you’ll be more likely to head out the door at quitting time.

Put things in perspective
Remember that your whole office isn’t going to collapse if you don’t 
answer an email on a Saturday. You might tend to overestimate the 
negative impact of not being available 100% of the time. However, 
there are likely others at your workplace who are available to help, so 
let them do their jobs. During your off hours, stay out of the way.
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Learn to set personal boundaries
Take some time to get away from it all. Booking regular stays at  
health retreats can help you focus on the big picture, rather than 
getting caught up in the stress of day-to-day minutiae. A retreat can 
also introduce you to new practices that can help you achieve greater 
physical and mental health. The time away from your daily routine can 
help you gain a clearer perspective on your life and everything in it. 

Stop complaining
What you resist persists. If you regularly complain about how stressed 
you are, you’ll simply attract more stress. It’s fine to vent occasionally, 
but do so carefully and only with friends who are likely to listen to 
you then move on. Try a new habit: when you find yourself about to 
complain about how stressed you are at work or how tired you are, 
replace that statement with a reason you are happy and lucky.  
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Mental Health:  
Tips to Meditate at Work
Business professionals like media mogul  
Russell Simmons, Green Mountain Coffee  
Roaster founder Robert Stiller and movie  
director David Lynch publicly credit meditation 
with providing inspiration and useful insight. 

Interested in practicing this ancient technique to help 
you grow professionally? Here’s how to get started.
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Step 1: Mark your calendar
Make time for meditation by assigning it a rightful spot in  
your day. If you share a calendar with others at the office,  
simply write “BUSY” or “UNAVAILABLE” if you would  
prefer not to discuss your meditation practice.

Step 2: Find the right spot
You don’t need a magical place to meditate. You can meditate  
in an office–or conference room–or any other quiet spot. The  
main requirement is that you sit quietly, without distraction,  
for the length of your meditation. Choose a place where you  
won’t feel ridiculous if you take off your shoes or close your  
eyes, a place you can close (and lock) the door.

Step 3: Eliminate distracting noises
That means no buzzing, dinging, chiming, or chirping. Send all  
calls straight to voice-mail. Put your computer to sleep. Better  
yet, turn it off. Your goal is to reduce every external distraction. 

Step 4: Select the amount of time to spend in meditation
Start with 5 minutes, then increase to 7 minutes. When you feel 
comfortable, work your way up to 10 minutes or more. Choose a 
relaxing alarm (use your phone’s timer) to signal the end your session.
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Step 5: Close your eyes and begin
There are as many ways to meditate as there are meditators, so feel free 
to pick a process that feels comfortable. The basic idea behind meditation 
is to focus on the present moment. Here is an easy quick-start guide:

• Sit or lie comfortably, letting your body relax. Pay attention  
to areas you might unconsciously hold tension, like your  
brow, shoulders or the corners of your mouth.

• Count backwards from 10 to 1 as you imagine  
yourself descending a steep spiral staircase. 

• Allow your inhalation and exhalation to lengthen as you fill  
and empty your lungs completely. Focus on your breath.

• If you count down to 1 and find that you have not fully relaxed,  
begin counting and descending that mental staircase again. 

Step 6: Think whatever thoughts arise
New meditators often mistakenly think that they must clear their  
minds and “think nothing.” Give yourself permission to think any  
thoughts that arise during your meditation (your big presentation,  
the company’s annual financials, your dinner plans for the evening…).  
The key is to not linger on any one thought for very long. Continue  
to steer your thoughts back to your breath. 

The quality and content of your meditation will change over time. 

After a few regularly-scheduled meditation sessions, you will  
start to see a change. It will get easier to “clear your mind.” 
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Health Monitoring:  
Tools & Resources
Thanks to today’s technological tools and  
service-oriented resources, it’s never been easier  
to accurately monitor your health. By tracking  
where you start and following your progress 
over time, you give yourself a greater shot at 
accomplishing your goals and staying on track. 

These are some of the most helpful tools and 
services available to monitor your health and fitness. 
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Here are our recommendations for… 

…Counting Calories
Use online resources to easily track exactly what you eat. 
MyFitnessPal is a popular free calorie counter and diet &  
exercise journal to manage your journey. The extensive  
in-app food database remembers what you have eaten  
and lets you quickly search for foods by scanning barcodes.

…Revamping Your Diet
One of the most challenging aspects of getting healthier is 
changing what you eat. Work with a certified nutritionist to get a 
better understanding of what your body needs. They will help you 
craft a meal plan that fit your schedule, budget and flavor palette. 

…Getting Inspired by Healthy Food
Eat healthier with less hassle. Meal prep delivery service Sun Basket 
delivers a box of fresh, organic ingredients directly to your doorstep. 
All you have to do is follow the directions to prepare your meal. 

…Tracking Your Workouts
There are lots of electronic activity bands on the market with many 
convenient features at every price point. Rather than list each one 
here, check out this 2016 fitness tracker product comparison. 
Choose the tracker that fits best with your lifestyle and technology 
comfort level to keep track of your fitness accomplishments.
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…Visible Results
Work with a personal trainer who will assess your health and  
fitness levels, then create a plan to help you achieve your goals 
efficiently. By exercising with an expert, you gain the benefit of  
their experience as well as their ongoing encouragement. 

…Staying Motivated
Monitoring your health isn’t always about science–sometimes it’s just 
about staying on track. Get together with friends and set a recurring 
date to work out at the gym, run, hike, share healthy recipes or any 
other activity that keeps you interested in maintaining your health. 
Sharing your experience with others keeps everyone accountable. 

…Shaking things Up
Devote your focus to exclusively monitoring your health–at least for  
a week. The experts at wellness retreats have created thoughtful  
curricula designed to improve your health from a holistic perspective. 
Nutritionists and physicians will establish a baseline reading of your overall 
health. They will monitor your progress over the course of the retreat and 
set you on track to continue advancing at home. Return 6 months or 1  
year later to discover how your habits and health have improved.

…Good old fashioned physical exams 
Prevention is the most powerful tool in your health monitoring  
arsenal. Visit your doctor regularly for an annual physical exam.  
Lab tests will reveal imbalances in your blood or hormone levels. 
Stress tests will help you get a greater understanding of your heart  
and lung health. Your doctor will identify factors that place you at  
risk for specific illnesses and can start treatment early, if necessary.
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Park Hyatt Aviara Resort 
7100 Aviara Resort Drive 

Carlsbad, CA 92011 
800.527.1936 toll-free 
www.VeraViaFit.com
info@VeraViaFit.com

Claim the wonderfully healthy and happy life you know you deserve.  
Visit veraviafit.com to learn more.

Live Your Best Life
By paying close attention to your own physical and mental 
health, you can begin to recognize changes immediately. 

Rather than going it alone, use the tools, resources and services 
above to help encourage you along the way. Better  yet, kickstart 
your wellness journey with an executive wellness retreat.

Contact VeraVia today to learn how they  
can customize a stay to your unique goals. 


